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Connecting nonprofits and the aviation sector
to deliver disaster responders and supplies
in the wake of natural disasters
and other humanitarian crises worldwide.

Disaster Response Delivered: 2017

15

active
airlines

35

disaster
events

12

active
nonprofits

578

$1,200,000

63,261 kg
cargo delivered

$1,000,000+

responders flown

flight value

cargo value

Visit airlinkflight.org for a complete list of aviation and nonprofit partners

371,200
people given water

140,870
people given food

140,770
received medical aid

11,613
provided shelter
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Airlink was founded on the
power of partnerships and
collaboration.
Dedicated sponsors and
airlines make the
difference for people and
communities awaiting aid
following disaster.
We thank each of our
corporate and individual
donors for their invaluable
support.
With Gratitude,

The Power of Partnerships

Bob Brown, Board Chair
Steve Smith, President & CEO

2017 ACTIVE AIRLINES
Partner

$10,001 - $24,999
Aercap
Apollo Aviation Group
Bristol Associates
BOC Aviation
Embraer Foundation
GA Telesis
GE Foundation
Jackson Square Aviation
T-Mobile

DONOR RECOGNITION
Signature Lead

Platinum

“

Supporter

Up to $10,000

Gold

$250,000+

$50,000 - $99,999

Aircastle Advisor LLC
Engine Lease Finance
GECAS
Intrepid Aviation
ISTAT Foundation
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
Rolls-Royce

$100,000 - $249,999

”

Weʼre really proud to be supporting
Airlink. Airlink plays an invaluble role in
terms of pulling people together, and
figuring out how to best coordinate
relief efforts.
-Alec Burger
President, GECAS

Silver

$25,000 - $49,000

Arconic Foundation
Aviation News Ltd.
Avolon
Rockton AB
Seabury
Team Rubicon Global
Vx Capital

Air Lease Corporation
Altavair
Alton Aviation Consultancy
Amedeo
Aviation Capital Group
AWAS
BBAM
Castlelake
CDB
Dubai Aerospace Enterprise
IATA
IAWA Foundation
IBA Group, Ltd.
Jeanne S. Friedman Foundation
Lease Corporation International Ltd.
Lufthansa
Macquarie Air Finance
Morgan Stanley
Royal Media Group
SMBC
Werner Aero Services
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In 2017, Airlink was able to
facilitate disaster response
efforts following wildfires in
Chile, flooding in Peru and
Southeast Asia, hurricanes in the
Americas and Caribbean, and
refugee crises in Greece and
Bangladesh.

GROWING IMPACT

“

A PROACTIVE APPROACH
Airlinkʼs regional response
plans will address
critical needs, challenges,
and relevant partners in six
global regions. The plans are
part of a proactive approach
by Airlink in 2018 to
coordinate each relevant
actor ahead of time, enabling
each group to act quickly
and effectively when
disaster strikes.

GET INVOLVED
Airlink continues to grow in its
reach and network.
Connect with the Airlink team
and get involved as a partner,
donor, or ambassador.

Airlink has had a direct impact on
my team being able to help
hundreds of people get health care
they otherwise would not get.
Without our partnership with Airlink
the cost of airfare would either
come out of the funds
designated to buy supplies for the
medical clinic or it would be so cost
prohibitive weʼd be unable to come.
- Teresa Gray,
Mobile Medics International

”

Volunteer-led disaster response
nonprofit Mobile Medics International
became an Airlink partner in 2017.

airlinkflight.org
info@airlinkflight.org
+1 (202) 480-9241
DISASTER RESPONSE DELIVERED
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